2019 EASTERN ONTARIO REGIONAL GAMES

MEN’S DARTS:
GOLD: TED MAHOOD - DIST. 5
       AL DALTON - DIST 5
SILVER: IVOR MORRIS - DIST. 7
        DORAL MUNRO - DIST. 7
BRONZE: NOEL GODREAU - DIST. 5
       DARRELL DECHENES - DIST. 5

LADIES DARTS:
GOLD: LYNN RETTY - DIST. 5
       PAT JENSEN - DIST 5
SILVER: ELIN JENSEN - DIST. 7
        MICHELLE ARSENAULT - DIST. 7
BRONZE: LORGEN TOUTANT - DIST. 8
       SANDRA MACKAY - DIST. 8

MIXED DARTS:
GOLD: STEPHEN JENSEN - DIST. 5
        JEANNETTE NIEMAN - DIST. 5
SILVER: RON BROWN - DIST. 5
       MARY TERHUURNE - DIST. 5

WASHER TOSS:
GOLD: JEAN RAMSDEN - DIST. 7
       KEVIN FRANCIS - DIST. 7
SILVER: JUDY MACLEOD - DIST. 8
       DOUGAL MACLEOD - DIST. 8
BRONZE: LINDA VICKERS - DIST. 8
       PAM MCTEER - DIST. 8
WOMEN’S GOLF:
GOLD: (55+) MONIQUE PATENAUDE - DIST. 8
   (65+) ADRIENNE RAPP - DIST. 5
   (75+) BETTE TYSICK - DIST. 7
SILVER: (65+) LEITH LAKE - DIST 10
BRONZE: (65+) JUNE FERGUSON - DIST. 7

MEN’S GOLF:
GOLD: (55+) DAVID HUTT - DIST. 8
   (65+) RON WATSON - DIST. 5
   (75+) GRAHAM VICKERS - DIST. 8
SILVER: (65+) JIM RAPP - DIST 5
   (75+) JOHN SLOAN - DIST. 8
BRONZE: (65+) BRIAN BALL - DIST. 8
   (75+) BOBN BURDEN - DIST. 7

BID-EUCHRE:
GOLD: JOANNE IZATT - DIST. 10
   THERESA JOHNSTON - DIST. 10
SILVER: ROSE BEKKERS - DIST. 8
   ANTON BEKKERS - DIST. 8
BRONZE: SALLY ALGATE - DIST 10
   SHIRLEY COONEY - DIST. 10

NORDIC PREDICTION WALK:
GOLD: (75+) (1 KM) SHEILAGH POOLE - DIST. 5
GOLD: (55+) JOAN MCKAY - DIST. 8
SILVER: (55+) ROSE BEEBY - DIST. 10

MEN:
GOLD: (75+) STANLEY FRASER - DIST. 8

WOMEN:
GOLD: (75+) JACQUELINE FRASER - DIST. 8
BOCCE:
GOLD: NANCY DESCHENES - DIST. 7
   RUTH MORE - DIST. 7
SILVER: MARY MILNE - DIST. 8
   HERB YELLENIK - DIST. 8
BRONZE: MARK MARSHALL - DIST. 8
   ART BUCKLAND - DIST. 8

CRIBBAGE:
GOLD: DAVID NORRIS - DIST. 5
   DIANNE NORRIS - DIST. 5
SILVER: LIBBY VIPOND - DIST. 8
   PAT GRANGER - DIST. 8
BRONZE: ERNIE NOLAN - DIST. 7
   JOAN VOYCE - DIST. 7

CARPET BOWLING:
GOLD: SUSAN IRWIN - DIST. 9
   JANE PARISH - DIST. 9
SILVER: CONNIE KEELER - DIST. 8
   CECIL MCDERMOTT - DIST. 8
BRONZE: SUE SLOAN - DIST. 8
   MARIE BECKSTEAD - DIST. 8

SHUFFLEBOARD:
GOLD: FRED DUNK - DIST. 10
   NEIL HOPPER - DIST. 10
SILVER: REYNALDO ROY - DIST. 8
   JACQUES SAUVE - DIST. 8
BRONZE: GRAHAM BARKLEY - DIST. 8
   KEITH MCGREGOR - DIST. 8
**EUCHRE: (4 HAND)**
GOLD: PAT BELLIVEAU - DIST. 10
    ANNABELLE SERVAGE - DIST. 10
SILVER: NORMA GLANDON - DIST. 7
    JOANNE EARL - DIST. 7
BRONZE: JANET DAVIDSON - DIST. 7
    MARY KOLSTERS - DIST. 7

**5 PIN BOWLING: (TEAM)**
GOLD: BEN BURGER (DISTRICT - 7)
    ALICE TURTON
    SYLVIE LAROCHE
    PAM MCGREGOR
    BILL MCGREGOR
SILVER: HUGETTE SEGUIN (DISTRICT - 8)
    SHEILA YOUMELLE
    YVONNE LORTIE
    FRANK ST. PIERRE
    DAN YOUMELLE
BRONZE: TIM LABINE (DISTRICT - 5)
    HEATHER REID
    MARY JANE TONELLO
    SHANNON JOBIDON
    NANCY PELLETIER

**5 IN BOWLING: SINGLES**
MEN’S GOLD: (55+) JIM BRITT - DIST. 9
    GOLD: (65+) KEN BROWN - DIST. 7
    GOLD: (75+) BARRY MCVEY - DIST. 9
SILVER: (65+) BRUCE BUTTON - DIST. 9
    SILVER: (75+) FRANK OLSAMP DIST. 7
LADIES GOLD: (65+) LAURENE BUTTON - DIST. 9
PICKLEBALL: MIXED (55+)
GOLD: DOUG DUNDON - DIST. 10
    BRENDA DUNDON - DIST. 10
SILVER: BARRY MATTIE - DIST. 10
    DALE-ANN COURTNEY - DIST. 10
BRONZE: LAURENCE SENIOR - DIST. 7
    DAVE ROBINSON - DIST. 7

PICKLEBALL: MIXED (65+)
GOLD: TERRY KENNEDY - DIST.
    FRANCIS GORDON - DIST.
SILVER: ALLAN MACDONALD - DIST. 8
    ROSE MARY CHATTERTON - DIST. 8
BRONZE: CATHERINE MCMANUS - DIST. 5
    RICHARD MCMANUS - DIST. 5

PICKLEBALL: LADIES 55+
GOLD: JULIE CADEAU  - DIST. 10
    KAREN SOUTHWELL - DIST. 10
SILVER: PAT DALEY - DIST. 5
    KAREN OATMAN - DIST. 5

PICKLEBALL: LADIES 65+
GOLD: SAIMA PAIDRA  - DIST. 10
    ORIANA OSZIP - DIST. 10

PICKLEBALL: MEN’S 55+
GOLD: BOB SHORTALL - DIST. 9
    JON BRINKWORTH - DIST. 9
SILVER: RON BARIBEAU - DIST. 8
    DAN JULIEN - DIST. 8
BRONZE: GARRY THOMAS - DIST. 10
    GRANT BOULAY - DIST. 10
PICKLEBALL: MEN’S 65+
GOLD: KURT HALL - DIST. 10
    BRAD LOWE - DIST. 10
SILVER: TOM STINSON - DIST. 10
    DAN DEKAIRELLE - DIST. 10
BRONZE: ALLAN BELMORE - DIST. 8
    JIM GARDINER - DIST. 8